An infinite series En-i tn with partial sums T" is said to be summed to T by the sequence to sequence transformation A = (an) in case lim^«, Ey-i o-nTj=T. It is said to be summed to T by the series to sequence transformation B = (bi¡) in case limiH.M Ey" i °a h = T. A sequence to sequence or series to sequence transformation is regular if it sums every convergent series to its ordinary sum.
It is well known that corresponding to every regular sequence to sequence transformation A = (a,y) it is possible to construct a regular series to sequence transformation B = (by) by defining by-Er=y««ni moreover a series with bounded partial sums is summed by A to T if and only if it is summed by B to T. The requirement that the series have bounded partial sums is essential, as is shown by the following example:
Both transformations A and B are regular, but the series E¿» = 2 -2+4-4+8 -8+ • • • is summed by A to 0 whereas none of the series E7-1 bijtj converge.
The process described in the preceding pargraph is not reversible however; that is, if B = (&<,-) is a regular series to sequence transformation and an is defined by a,-y = 6<;--i.\y+i, then the transformation A = (an) need not even be regular. For example, if each &¿y = 1, then each o<y=0.
It would thus appear that the series to sequence transformations are in some sense superior to the sequence to sequence transformaReceived by the editors October 30, 1950.
tions as means of summing divergent series.1 The purpose of this note is to point out that this superiority is really illusory. In fact, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If B = (bij) is a regular series to sequence transformation which sums some divergent series with bounded partial sums, and if aij = bij -bi,j+i, then the transformation A -(ai,) is regular, and a divergent series with bounded partial sums is summed by B to T if and only if it is summed by A to T.
For suppose En-i *n is a divergent series with bounded partial sums Tn which is summed by B to T. Then, applying Abel's partial summation formula, we have for each i, n n n E bijtj = E (bu -bi,j+i)Tj + bi¡n+iTn = E aaTj + bi,n+iTn. í=i
From the fact that B is regular, it follows that Ej"i I bij -&,.y+i| = Ej-i \aa\ converges,2 and hence lim,,..«, ¿>¿n exists. Also, since the Tj are bounded, lim,,-.«, E"-i auTj exists, and, of course, lim«^.«, E*-i bijtj exists. Consequently, limnj.M bi,n+iT" exists. If we assume that lining«, bin^O, we are led to the contradictory conclusion that lim Tn exists, so we must conclude that lim"_«, 6,n = 0. Now if EiT-i un is any series (convergent or divergent) with bounded partial sums Un, then for each i, Ej" i bi¿u¡= Eí-i aüU¡-Hence the sequence into which B transforms the series E¿°=i w" is identical to the sequence into which A transforms the sequence {[/"}, and the theorem follows.
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